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R. T. Ingels plans to build a three story apartment building at 211-217 North Emporia, adjoining the YMCA building on the north, to cost $80,000.
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New Inglewood apartment building, 211-217 North Emporia, is opening today. Photograph. Cost nearly $200,000, has two units each 28 feet by 140 feet, with 12 five room apartments in each wing. ¶ The apartments were originally to be named the Hollywood apartments, but unsavory events in the California city made this name unpopular. It will cost $32 to have the name Hollywood on the nameplates cut away and $62 to have new nameplates placed.
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The two three story Hollywood apartment buildings at 209-219 North Emporia were sold yesterday by the Hiram Imboden estate to Charles W. Corsaut and George W. Hyle, Wichita businessmen. There are 28 apartments in the two buildings, which were constructed in the late 1920s. Photo.